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The INSACOG reports genomic surveillance of SARS-CoV-2 across the country through sequencing of 
samples from Sentinel sites and also detailed State wise district analysis for some states under State 
MoUs  (Maharashtra, Kerala and some others) A summary of the cumulative data of INSACOG and 
other state sequencing initiatives can be found at the INSACOG data portal link 
(http://clingen.igib.res.in/covid19genomes/) along with other INSACOG information at 
https://dbtindia.gov.in/insacog. New web-based query tool is now available on the data portal. All 
data presented on the portal is organized by date of sample collection, state, assigned lineage and 
mutations found on analysis.  

INSACOG: 

 Total number of samples processed so far is 73,399 

 Total number of samples sequenced is 73,399 

 Total number of sequences analysed are 53,294 

Samples from MoUs with state governments: 

 Number of samples sequenced is 12,719 

 

Total number of samples sequenced: 86,118 

The number of samples with pangolin lineage assigned are: 53, 294. 

Table 1: Cumulative samples with pangolin lineage assigned (as on 02.09.2021) 

 Community sample  Travelers sample  
Total pangolin 

lineage 
assigned  

Total 
VOC/VOI 

Proportion  

 48116 5178 53294 33114 62.1 

 

Table 2: Cumulative distribution of VOC & VOI 

 

  

AY Series

State Tr&Co Com Total Tr&Co Com Total Tr&Co Com Total Tr&Co Com Total Tr&Co Com Total Total VOC/VOI

Total 1122 7137 8259 231 200 431 2 2 4 121 42712 42833 146 10209 10355 1892 63774

Tr&Co= Travelers and contacts 

* Com= Commumity samples 

 Cumulative  distribution of VOC & VOI  (02-09-2021)    
Alpha Variant Beta Variant Gamma Variant Delta Variant B.1.617.1 and B.1.617.3
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Variants reported during the period 

Global 

WHO has added B.1.621 (including B.1.621.1) to the list of VOI on 30th August and given it the 
designation “Mu”. It has mutations that indicate potential immune escape properties. There appears 
to be a reduction in neutralization capacity of convalescent and vaccine sera, similar to that seen for 
the Beta variant, but this needs to be confirmed by further studies. Although the global prevalence of 
the Mu variant has declined and is currently below 0.1%, the prevalence in Colombia (39%) and 
Ecuador (13%) has consistently increased, as per the WHO bulletin (1). 

WHO has also added C.1.2 as a new VOI. C.1.2 is a sub-lineage of the C.1 variant described in South 
Africa but did not spread globally. The C.1.2 variant seems to have undergone many mutations in a 
short time, and contains mutations of all the three types that have previously been found to be 
important for transmissibility and immune escape – a) mutations to receptor binding region of spike 
protein such as N501Y and E484K, b) N-terminus domain deletions, and c) furin cleavage. The only 
clinical data for actual transmissibility is a rise from 0.2% in May 2021 to 2% in July 2021. Other data 
is not available and there are no reports of associations with large clusters or outbreaks. There are 
only 101 cases globally, mostly in Africa with isolated samples from China, New Zealand, Portugal and 
Switzerland and UK, without any evidence of local transmission. 

 

National 

Neither Mu, nor C.1.2 are seen in India so far. Existing recommendations on sequencing of positive 
samples from international travellers may be more strongly implemented. Monitoring and evaluation 
of further data appears to be adequate at this time. 

Delta and Delta sub-lineages continue to be the main VOC in India. The INSACOG data portal has now 
started including sub-lineage labels upto AY.12 to enable better tracking. AY.4 is the most frequently 
seen sub-lineage in recent sequences from India, as well as globally. Meanwhile, the latest update 
from the PANGO network now takes the classification to AY.25, with the following notification - “as 
previously outlined for AY.4-AY.12, each of the new AY.13-AY.25 lineages shows significant 
geographical clustering and these lineages have been designated to help researchers track the virus 
on a finer scale. Their designation does not imply any functional biological difference from B.1.617.2 
and, like B.1.617.2, they correspond to the WHO-defined Delta variant.” (2). 

 

1. https://www.who.int/publications/m/item/weekly-epidemiological-update-on-covid-19---
31-august-2021 

2. https://www.pango.network/new-ay-lineages-and-an-update-to-ay-4-ay-12/ 
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